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SELF-SELBCTION AND INTE8NAL MIGRATION IN THE uNITED STATES

George ~. Borjas, Stephen G. Bronars, and Stephen J. Tr&jo

Executive summarv

The population of the United States is highly mobile. Since the 1960s,

aPPrOxi=tely three percent of the population moves across state lines in

any given yea:, and 10 percent of the population moves across state lines in

a five-year period. In view of-the falling fertility rates of American

women, this extensive mobility implies that migration has become an

increasingly important source of demographic change in the various regions
. .

and a msjor determinant of concurrent changes in regional economic growth.

Internal migration rates are especially high among the young. ,,In the
.

National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, over half of the sample are currently

(i.e., in 1986) residing in a state other than their state of birth, and

about 40 percent are living in a different state than they were at age 14”

(see Table 1). The data also indicate that approximately 8 percent of white

young men and 6 percent of black and Hispanic young men move across state

boundaries in any given year. Our study_presents a theoretical and

empirical=analysis of the internal migration of young workers in the United

States.

Guided by income-maximizing models, previous research has focused on

‘explaining” the size and direction of migration flows across areas.

Generally, these studies conclude that persons migrate from low-income

regions to high-income regions, and that high migration costs deter

interregional mobility. We extend”this framework by analyzing not only the

size and direction of migration flows, but also their skill composition. In

addition to regional income differentials, our model stresses the importance



INTERSTATE MIGIL4TIONRATES IN NATIONAL LONGITUDINAL SURVEYS OF YOUTH
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of regional differences in the returns to skills. Because the impact of

internal migration on economic conditions depends not only on how many

persons move, but also on which persons move, we believe that these

questions are as important as those that have dominated the literature.

In this frsmework, each region is characterized by an earnings

distribution, and persons must decide which among the various earnings

OppOrtuniti=$ is best for them (net of migration costs). The potential

income which could be earned by a particular worker in a particular region

depends on the mean lsvel of earnings offered in the region, as well as on

the rate of return paid to the specific skills possessed by the worker.

Some regions offer higher mean incomes than other regions, and, similarly,
*

some regions offer higher prices for skills than other regions.

Income-maximizingbehavior generates a well-defined equilibrium sorting

in which differences,in rates of return to skills among regions are the main

determinants of the skill composition of internal migration flows. In

particular, regions that pay higher returns to skills attract more skilled

workers than regions that pay lover returns. This result implies that

highly skilled workers currently residing in a region that offers a

relatively low payoff for those skills, or that unskilled workers currently

residing in a region that penalizes their lack of skills, are the most

mismatched spatially, and therefore these workers have the greatest

intentive to move. In an important sense, our theoretical approach extends

earlier models by emphasizing the role of prices in allocating people among

regions

To test our theory, we use the 1979-1986 waves of the National
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Longitudinal Sumey of Youth. Respondents are between the ages of 14 and 22

at the time’of the first interview, and the subsequent”annual surveys

provide a detailed history of each individual’s labor force activity and

geographic mobility. In our empirical work, we isstuiethat”the region of

residence at age 16 is exogenously determined by parental location

decisions. Because optimal location decisions for parents and children need

not coincide, a spatial mismatch may arise for youths. Our empirical

analysis, therefore, focuses on the study of migration patterns after age

14, as youths relocate themselves in order to correct these initial

mismatches. Further, we focus on migration across state boundaries--rather “‘

than across regional or county boundaries--throughout the study.

To analyze the skill composition of the migrant flow, we use alternative

measures of a worker’s skills, including educational attainment, wages (both

with and without adjuscment for dlfferences in demographic characteristics),

and the worker’s scora on the Armed Forces Qualification Test. The theory

predicts that highly skilled workers are most likely to leave states with

low rates of r“eturnto skill, because highly skilled workers are most

mismatched in these states. t?eestimate mover/non-mover probit models where

mover status is determined by race and sex dummy variables and by skills.

The results indicate that, in general, migration rates are higher for

the more skilled. However, ‘as predicted by the theory, the dat+ also

indicate that an increase in skills has a larger impact on the migration

propensity in states which offer relatively small payoffs to skill. For

example, a one standard deviation increase in years of’education raises the

probability that a worker leaves a state with a low return to skills by
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about 5.3 percent, while the ssm: change in skills has a trivial impact (.8%

percent) on the migration propensities of individuals in high return

Therefore, it appears that high ability workers are migrating out of

with low returns to skills and low ability workers are migrating out

states with high returns to skills.

states. -

states

of

Our theoretical model also predicts that skilled workers will move to

states with high returns to skills. We test this implication by viewing the

change in the rate of return to skills in the state of residence between age

14 and 1986 as a choice variable. We find that this variable is positively

related to skill endowments. Put differently, skills are an important

determinant of the direction of internal migration flows. Moreover, these

effects are economically important. A one standard deviation increase in

years of education increases the rate of return to skills in the destination

state by about 25 percent.

The empirical analysis,

internal migration process.

therefore, provides important insights into the

Individuals are more likely to move the greater

the mismatch between skil1 endowments and the returns to skills. Moreover,

the direction of internal migration flows are guided by comparative

advantage. Highly skilled workers tend to migrate to states that pay a

larger reward to labor market skills, while unskilled workers are likely to

end up in states where earnings are relatively insensitive to skills.

Overall, the empirical evidence suggests that internal migration plays an

important role in determining the equilibrium sorting of skills across

states.
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SELF-SELECTION AND INTERNAL MIGRATION IN THE UNITED STATES

George J. Borjas, Stephen G. Brorcm, and Stephen J. Trejo*

Introduction

The population of the United States is highly mobile. Since the 1960s,

approximately three percent of the population moves across statelinesinany givenyear,

and 10 percent of the population moves across state lines in a fiv~year period (U.S.

Department ofCommerce, annual). In view of the faUing fertilit y rates of American

women, this extensive mobility has become an increasingly important source of

demographic chzmge in the various regions and a major determinant of concurrent changes

in regional economic growth.

The theoretical and empirical study of internal migration has along history in labor

economics (Greenwood, 1975, 1985). The substantive importance of this topic arises

because internal migration helps equilibrate economic conditions across labor markets in a

mmpetitive economy. The study of the size, direction, composition, and &onomic impact

of mobility flows across labor markets can be used to teat the extenttowhich the

neoclassical model provides a reasonable description of labor market conditions in the

United States (Topel, 1986).

Guided by the income-maximizing models of Hicks (1932) ad Sjaaztad (1962),

early empirical research focused on “explaining” the size and directionof roigrationfiows

acrossareas,and determining why certain groups of individuals, such as the highly

educated, are more likely to migrate than others (Bowles, 1970; Greenwood, 1969;’

Schwartz, 1973; Vanderkamp, 19?1). During the mid-1970s, economists began to focus on

the role of the family in the migration decision (DaVanzo, 1976; Mhmer, 1978; PoIachek

and Horvath, 197fi and SandeU, 1977). These studies yield a number of interesting
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empirical results and theoretical insights, and suggest that Becker’s (1981) approach for

modeling economic behavior within the fimily providea a useful framework for the analysis.

Despite the central role played by internal migration in the operation of a competitive

economy, we beUeve it is fair to conclude that the study of internal migration has not, been

at the forefront of research in mainstrea labor economics in the past decade. 1

The recent disinterest in the study of internal migration flows is not symptomatic of

a more general indifference in the study of geographic mobtit y. After roll,the analysis of

international migration flourished in recent years (Borjas, 1987, 199~ Chiswick, 1978;

Freemm and Abowd, 1990). This burgeoning literature suggests that combining the “

Hicks-Sjaastad income-maximizing approach with the insights provided by Roy’s (1951)

self-selection model generates new substantive insights about the immigration process, and

helps resolve many of the empirical puzzles in international migration data.

This paper presents an application of this more general approach to the analysis of

internal migration flows in the United Statw We srgue that the Hicks–Sjaastad migration

model provides a much tm restrictive framework for the study of internal migration. Its

key predictions me that persons migrate fkom low-income regions to high-income regions

and that higher mobility costs deter migration. In turn, these predictions help focus the

empirical work almost exclusively on “explaining” the size and direction of population

flows across regions. Although the data generally support these predictions, there are

many other interesting qu&tions left uriaddressed by the model and by the empirical --

studies.

The HMrs-S@.stad model is reatnctive because (for given migration costs) it

focuses solely on the fact that mean income levels differ across regions, and these income

differentials generate one-way migration flows. The theoretical approach suggested by the

Roy modd stresses regional differences in the returns to skills (in addition to the income

differentials). We will show that these price differentials are the main determinants of the

skiI.1compxition of the population flow across regions. Regions that pay higher returns to
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skills attract more skilled work~s than regions that pay lowerreturns.Our analysisthus

raises fundamental questions shut the skillmrnpositionof internal migrants. Because the

impact of internal migration on economic conditions depends not only on how many

persons move, but also on which persons move, we believe that these questions are ss

important as those that have dominated the literature.

Of course, the literature that estimates the returns to migration has been well aware

of the fact that migrants zre self+elected. The development of econometric techniques to

account for selection bias (Hecki&n, 1979) encouraged a number of applications of this

methodolo~ to the analysis of migrant esmings. Studies by Nakosteen znd Zirmner

(1980), Hunt and Kau (1985), and Robinsonand Tomes (1982)reportthestandard

selectivity-correctedearningsfunctionsinthemover and stayersamples.The evidencein

thesepapersisinconclusivebecauseof the sensitivityofthe methodology,and alsobecause

theresultsarenotcouchedwithintheequilibriumsortingpredictedby theeconomictheory

ofselection.

Thispaperpresentsa theoreticzJand empiricalanalysisoftheroleself-selection

playsindeterminingthesize,direction,and skillcompositionofinternalmigrationflows.

Within the conceptusJframeworkprovidedby the Roy mcdel,we presentan empiricsJ

.. analysisofinternalmigrationflowsusingtheNationalLongitudinalSurveyofYouth. As

shown inTable 1,internalmigrationisveryprevalentamong theseyoung men and women.

Over 50 percemtofthepersonsinthesamplearecurrently(i.e.,in1986)residingina

different state than at the time of birth, and about 40 percent ue liting in a different state

than at age 14. The data also indicate that approximately 8 percent of white young men

and 6 percent of black and Hispanic young men move across state boundaries in any given

year.

Our empiricsJ analysis indicat~ that interstate differences in the rewards to skills

iue a mapr determinant of internal migration flows. Generally, persons whose skills are

most mismatched with the reward structure offered by their current state of residence are
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the persons most likely to migrate out of that state. Moreover, the data indicate that these

P&Ions tend to relocate in states which offer bigher rewards for their particular skills. The

empiricaI evidence, therefore, implies that the Roy model provides a useful framework for

analyzing internal migration flows in the United States.

Consider a country partitioned into k distinct gmgraphic regions, indexed by

i=l,... ,k. To simplify the exposition, we initially assume that there are no costs of

relocating across regions. After birth, therefore, individuals compare their earnings

opportunities in the various regions Wd move to the region that maximizes their earnings.

This approach provides a simple smd intuitive description of the equilibrium skill sorting “’

generated by endogenous migration flows. Further, we assume that the W distributions

of individual skills are the same for all regions. At the time of birth, therefore, individuals

ae radornly sllocated across regions in terms of their skills. The population log earnings

distribution in region i is given by:

log Wi= ~ + vi, i=l,...,k (1)

where ~ is the mesn income that would be observed in regiorri in the absence of any

internal migration, and vi is a random variable with mean zero and vtismce ~ that

measures person~pecific deviations horn mean income in region i. “”’

The assumption that the initial skill distributions are identical across”regions makes

the income distributions in (1) independent of initial conditions: the same earnings

determination process in region i applies to sJI persons reg~dless Of thtir region of birth.

This assumption ignores the possibility that persons born in region i are distinctly

different, on average, from persons born in region j, and hence the income distributions

should also be subscripted for region ofbirth. The main results of our model are unaffected
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by this complication. Hence we maintain the simplifying assumption that the initial

allocation of skifls does not affect the shape of the population income distributions in any of

the regions.2 However, because of regional differences in the level of resources, physical

capital, and aggregate economic conditions, mean incomes ~ and the distribution of the

random variabl~ vi will vary across regions. Therefore, there will be regional differences in

the shapes of the income distributions, even in the absence of differences in the initial ”skill

distributions of workers.

An individual chobses to reside in region j whenever

log Wj > max [log WJ
r#j

(2)

As is well known (Heckman and Hor&e, 1987; Roy, 1951), the characteristics of the sorting

generated by the decision rule in (2)cannotbe describedwithoutadditionalrestrictionson

thedistributionoftherandom variablesVI,...,vk.A simplifyingassumptionwhich allowsa

completecharacterizationoftheequilibriwr.ssortingisthatindividualearningsare

perfectlycorrelatedacrossregions,sothatCorr(vi,Vj)= 1 foralli,j.The population

income distributionofregionican thenbe writtenas:

log Wi = /+ + niv, i=l,...,k (1’)

This formulation of the regional differences in earnings opportunities implies that

the same random variable v determines individual earnings in the vtious regions (up to a

factor of proportionality). It is instructive to”think of v as indexing the worker’s abdity or

skills. In effect, equation (1’) ~sumes that the earnings determination process can be

characterized by a one-factor model of ability. The factor of proportionality qi can be ‘

thought of as the factor+oading parameter, or more generally as the “rate of return” to



skills in region i. It is useful to arbitrarily order the re@ons such that they they are ranked

in t= of q With VI <... < ~. We, also assume that v is a continuous random variable

with a range defined over the real number line. This is the only restriction we make on the

density of skills in the population.

Although theassumption that earnings are perfectly correlated across regions is

quite strong (for it implies that the ranking of individuals by skill level is the same in all

regions), it enables us to derive a number of testable implications from a multi-region

selection model. Furthermore, this fwnework may provide a reasonably accurate

representation of earnings opportunities across regions in the United States, given the

relatively strong regional similarities in culture, law, and economic institutions.

It is worth stressing that we have not addressed the issue of whether the random

variable v is observed or unobserved to the researcher. From an individual’s point of view, ”

this distinction is irrelevant. Individuals sort themselves across regions on the basis ofall

their skills, not just those that happa to be econometrically convenient. By using a
..

one-factor model of ability, we assume that the rdative prices of all skills are the same

across regions, so that the composite commodit y theorem allows us to focus on a single

gmd that is being “sold” across regions. It is not difficult to analyze the migration decision

witbin the context of a multi-factor model of abi~ty, but we do not pursue this

generalization because it detracts from the essential points that we make in this paper.

Using equations (1’] and (2), it is easy to show that incomemaximizing behavior

implies that the equilibrium sorting of skills across the k regions ,is &en by.
.

[1P1-bi
Choose region 1: -~< v c “ —

i=2-.,k ‘ifil

Choose region j:
[1

~<v< tin

[1

~

(1 <j <k) i=l~~.,j-l ‘j-qi i=j+ 1,. ..,k ‘i-qj

(3a)

(3b)
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[ 1:‘i-b
~hoose region k: rnax —

i=l ,...,1-1 ~Wi ‘V<m

(3C)

In view of the assumption that v takeson values from minus to plus infirdty,

equations (3a) and (3c) imply that some persons will necessarily reside in the “eitreme”

regions 1 and k (i.e., the regions with the minimum and maximum q). It is less apparent,

however, that some persons choose to locate themselves in any other region. In particrdar,

it may well be thecasethat for some parameters values, equation (3b) will not be satisfied

by region j, and hence no workers will choose to reside there. After all, it would seem that

persons with positive v’s have the most to gain by migrating to the region with the highest

q, while persons with negative ‘is have t~ most to gain by moving to the region with the.

lowest q.

Because unpopulated regions ~e of no interest empirically, we restrict our attention

to “intenor solutions”, i.e., to regions where some individuals choose to reside. Equation

(3b) implies that a necessary condition for region j to be inhabited is ~ < ~.
IJ-J

This restriction cm be rewritten as: ..

(4)

Equation (4) defina the Existence Condition that mean incomes in region j must

satisfy in order to attract and retain a population. We assnme that the Existence

Condition is satisfied by all j (j=2,...,1)l). This assumption greatly simplifies the

characterization of the equilibrium sorting. In particular, the repeated use of the Existence

Condition to make pairwise comparisons of the arguments in the min(. ) and max(. ) terms

in (3) implies that the sorting of skills acrossregions can be written as:
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[1

I.$-b
Choose region 1: -~< v < —

7.2-WI

Choose region k:
[1

%-h
— <V<m
%-%-1

(5a)

(5b)

(5C)

Figure 1 illustrates the nature of the equilibrium skill sorting when there are five

regions.The leastskilledworkerschoosetheregionwiththelowestrateOfretUm to ski~s,

whilethemost skilledworkerschoosetheregionwiththehighestrateofreturn.Persons

withintermediatelevelsofskillschoosetheintermediateregions,withthemore skilled

workerschoosingregionswithbigherratesofreturn.Ineffect,income-maximizing

behaviorinducesa positivecorrelationbetweentheaverageskillleveloftheregion’s ‘.

inhabitantsand therateofreturntoskillsinthatregion.Thisresultdoesnot depend on

any assumptionsaboutthedensityofskillsinthepopulation.We summtize this

theoreticalimplicationby:

‘.

E(v I choose i),> E(v I choose j) if qi > VJ (6)

The assumption that earnings are perfec~y correlated across regionsimplies’ that “

individuals who rimk highly in theincome distribution in one region also rank highly in the

income distribution ofanother. Highly skilled workers, therefore, are attracted to regions”

with high ~ because these workers can then enjoy a more generous return on their superior

skills. In contrast, less-skilled workers choose regions with less income inequality because

this choice mitimizes the economic penalty for lacking these skills. In essence, prices play

an important allocative role in the intemsl migration decision.
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Figure 1. Residential location in a 5-region model, with zero
mobiIity costs.
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This insight helps explain the economic content of the Existence Condition. In

order for region j to be inhabited, the inequality in (4) requires that mean earnings in

region j exceed a weighted average of mean earnings in the “neighboring” regions, j-l and

j+l. Note that these neighlxxing regions need not be geographically contiguous, but are

instead neighbors in an economic sense. Because neighboring regions offer relatively

similar rewards forthe skills of potential migrants, these are the regions which com~te

with region j in attracting the human capital of potential, migrants.

Suppose that mem earnings in region j are below mean earrdngs in both neighboring

regions. The Existence Condition is not satisfied and no individuals choose to locate in j.

For some individuals to reside iii region j, therefore] iriean earnings in j must exceed mean

earningsineitherregionjl orregionj+l,orinboth. Becausetheseneighboringregions

offereithera loweror a bigherrateofreturntoskillsthan regionj,theyholda natural

advantage over j in attracting residents. In other words, for the same mean earnings,

highly skilled individuals prefer the region with a bigher rate of return to skills, while

unskilled individuals prefer the region which least psrralizes their lack of skills. Therefore,

if mean earnings were equal in all thr~ of these regions, or if mean earnings in j were lower

than me= earnings in both of the neighboring regions, region j does not make a.

competitive offer to potentisJ migrants. In contrast, a sufficiently bigher mean income in

region j than in either of its neighboring regions “mmpensates” potential migrants for

region j’s relative disadvantage and attracts a population.

Although theExistence Condition imposes a specific pattern of economic

opportunities across regions, it is less restrictive than it seems. For instimei in a 3-state

model the Existence Condition only ruki out the case where the relationship between mean

incomes and q is U%haped (ss well as the case where mean income is constant across

regions). All3 states can be populated if mean incomes “tie monotonically increasing or

decreasing in q, or if mean incomes and q are related in an inverted U-shape. This

restriction generalizes to a model with more than 3 regions. If the relationship between
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mean incomes and q is flat or U~haped anywhere, the region with the smallest income

would not be able to compete with the neighboring regions and would cease to %&t.!!

This discussion suggests an important avenue for future research. Regions can

“compete” in the population market only if they offer economic opportunities that

compensate potential migrants for any disadvantages that accompany the offer (relative to

other offers). In a more general model, therefore, the parameters that summarize the

region’s inmme distribution are themselves endogenous, and are determined simultaneously

with the skill sorting that characterizes the self-selection of workers among regions. This

general equilibrium model would alSOintroducetheroleplayedhy thepricesoffixed

factors,suchasland,intheequilibratingpro~ss. Althoughresearchinthistopicisinits

infancy(see,forinstance,Heckman and Sedlacek,1985;Roback,1988),itisclearthatthis

typeofanalysisshoulrfprovidea much &eper characterizationof labor market

equilibrium.

The discussion also highlights a feature of the k~tate selection model that is shared

by the standard 2-state Roy model. In both models, the ranking of skill prices across

regions completely determines where a region ranks in terms of the average skill level of its

inhabitants. As long as the Existence Condition is satisfied, mean incomes play no role in

determining the region% ranking in the skill distribution. Mean incomes, however, do

affect the fraction of the population that chooses to reside in each of the regions. 3 It is

obvious from equation (5), for inst~ce, that a larger fraction of the country’s population

chooses to reside in region j the larger the mean income of that region.

It is worth noting that our approach not ordy raises a number of new substantive

questions regarding the internal migration pr~ess, but also simplifies the theory and

empiriczl analysis of internal migration flows. Earlier work IUMbeen hampered by the fact

that there are k(k-1) Wssible migration flows in a k-region model, and the size and

composition of each of these flows depend on all the parameters of the model. Given the

IWstence Condition, equation (5) suggests that the size and skill composition of the
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population choosing region j can be completely’ determined from the parameters of the

income distributions for that region and the neighboring regions, greatly diminishing the

numlxx of parameters that determine migration flows into any given region. IR fact, our

generalization of the Roy model (based on the assumption that earnings are perfectly

correlated across regions) generatex m ordered qutit ative choice model.4

Our model also suggests the interesting implication that region j can be both a

source of migrants and a destination for migrants. Within the context of the

Hicks-Sjaastad incomemaximizing model, it is difficult to provide a convincing

explanation for this wall-known fact. Our model shows that although mean incomes

matter, they are not the sufficient statistic that completely describes the size, direction, ‘“

~d com~sition ofmigrationflows.As long as skill prices differ SCIOssregions, the sP~ti~,

missorting of individuals at the time of birth is likely to be substantial. High.ly4ded “’

individuals, for ‘instance, may be born in regions with low ~ and will migrate to regions

with high V, w~e less able workers may be born in regionswithhighv and willmigrateto

regions with low q. Some regions, therefore, are likely to observe substantial outflows at

the same time that th6y receive sizable inflows. Tw@way population flows, therefore, are

bound to occur as the rs@matcha caused by being born in the wrong place are corrected. ,,

Although these insights have been derived in a model of costless mobility, the -

introduction of migration costs does not alter any of the key results. For concreteness, -

consider the migration d&isions of persons born in regionj. These individuals move to

regioni (i#j) if:

logwi_ ~- c. >:% pog WI-C>] (7)

where Cj is a time-equivalent m&sure of the costs of migrating from region j to i, with

Cj = 0.5 For simplicity, we assume that the costs Cj are constant for sll persons residing
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in region j.6 There is variation, however, in the costs of moving from j to different states

(i.e., C&#C$ for r#s).

Assuming initially that every other region receives at least one migrant from region

j (arestriction analogous to the Existence Condition), the equilibrium sorting of

individuals born in region j is given by

Choose region 1: m < v c
P1-~<cj I<jz)

%J-74

(8a)

Choose regioni:
(l<i<k)

Choose region K: (SC)

Figure 2 illustrates the sorting of workers born in region 3 when there are five

regions and it is costly to move. It is apparent that the equilibrium sorting resembles that” ‘

obtained in the costless mobllit y model: Highly skilled workers move to regions with more

earnings dispersion than region j, and less skilled workers move to regions with I@s

earnings dispersion than j. The introduction of migration costs, however, alters the cutoff

points determining who moves to which region. These thresholds now depend on mean

incomes net of migration costs. This fact obviously implies that fewer persons are likely to

migrate out of the regionof birth.

A simple parameterization of migration costs allows us to determine exactly which

regions are most likely to be affected by thefact that geographic mObfitY is OXtlY. .

Suppose that the costs of moving from region j to region r are C& = ~ for j#r, and O

otherwise. In this representation, migration costs are simply the fixed costs of moving that

do not depend on the distance of the move or on any other factors which vary with the



1

P1-#2-(

2 .

Figure 2. Residential location in a 5-region model for persons
born in region 3, with positive mobility costs.

v.
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prease identities ofthe origin and destination.

Figure2 thatthese&ed costscanceloutofall

regionoforigin.

It is apparentfrom equation(8)orfrom

thecutoffpointsexceptthoselmdering the

Consider an increase in the tied costs of moving. C)bviowly, this increases the -

fraction of region j residents who decide not to migrate. The model also implies that for

“small” changes in ~, the pool of workers who previously would have migrated but now

decide to remain in j is drawn entirely from the ssmple of workers who would have moved

to neighboring regions (i.e., regions with somewhat similar q’s). Thus small changes in

fixed migration costs do not alter the size or skill composition of the outflow from region j

to non–neighboring regions. Put differently, small changes in fixed migration costs only

change the migration incentives of “marginal” workers.

Of course, the larger the ikcreasein fixed migration costs, the more likely that no

one will move to the neighboring regions j-1 and j+l. Sufficiently high levels of migration

costs, therefore, make it unlikely that all regions are destination choices for persons

originating in j. Moreover, those regions which “drop out” of the model are the regions

which most resemble j in terms of their payoffstoskills.Becausemigrationiscostly,

workerswho decidetoleaveregionjaretheoneswho aremost mismatched,aid hencewill

move to regions that differ substantially from j in their offers of economic opportunities.

We noted earlier that our model generates twc-way poprdation flows without

resorting to imperfect information or informational asymmetries among participants in the

marketplace. The existence of migration costs adds further substance to ttis insight. As

fixed migration costs increase, fe”werpeople move toneighboring regions from any region of

origin. There is a tendency, therefore, forpersons to migrate to relatively “extreme”

regions (i.e., regions with high or low levels of q). But these are preasely the regions where

the costs of tilng mismatched are largest. Persons born in the extreme regions who are

mismatched with their current economic opportunities have a large incentives to leave, and

heuce extreme regions will be the origin of sizable migration flows. For sufficiently large
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levels of fixed migration costs, therefore, there will be I=ge population inflows and outflows

in the extreme regions.

Of course, the practical importance of this insight depends on the exact distribution

of skills, on the level of fixed (and variable) migration costs, and on the parameters of the

income distributions in the k regions. Therefore, it is difficult to quantify the importance

of this tendency in the absence of additional restrictions on the model. Nevertheless, it is

important to note that introducing migration costs into the analysis does not alter the

frmdamentsJ insight that highly skilled workers are more likely to be residing in regions

that offer higher payoffs for those skills.

III. EmDirical Analvsis

The theory developed in the previous section generates sharp empiricsJ predictions

for the relationship between differences in the returnsto skills across regions and such

diverse factors as the migration propensities of individuals, the direction of internal

I@IatiOn flOWS,md the spatial distribution of skills. To test our theory, we use the

1979-1986 National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY). In our empirical work, we

assume that the region of residence at age 14 is =ogenously determined by parental

location decisions. Because optimal location decisions for parents and children need not

coincide, a spatial mismatch may arise for youths. Our empirical analysis, therefore,

focuses on the study of migration patterns afterage 14, as youths themsekes endogenously

decide to move in order to correct these initird mismatches. Further, we focus on

. .
‘gatlon across State boundaries —rather than across regional or county boundaries —

throughout the analysis:

Respondents in the NLSY are between the ages of 14 and 22 at the time of the first

interview (1979), and from each of the annual surveys we obtain a detailed history of both

employment behatior and geographic mobllit y. Because the comparison of location

decisions is essential to our .q.upincal anslysis, we delete all observations for whom any
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geographic information is missing in any of the surveys. In order to mitigate the impact of

schooling decisions on migration flows, we alsoexclude indi~duals who left schcml aft=

1984. Finafly, we restrict our analysis to nativ+rn avilian workers who lived in the

United States continuously since age 14. Movers are defined as those persons who reside in.

a different state in 1986 than at age 14, regardless of where they lived in any of the

intervening years. Llketise, nonmoveis are persons who reside in the same state in 1986 as

at age 14, even if they lived in other state$ during the intervening years.

To analyze the skill composition of the migrant flow, we use alternative measures of

a worker’s skills. Our first measure of s~s is simply given by the number of years of

completed education (measured as of 1986). Our second measure is based on an aptitude

test score. Between July and October of 1980, the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude

Battery (ASVAB) was administered to about 94 percent of the NLSY respondents. The

ASVAB consists of 10 tests that measure knowledge and skills in areas ranging from word

knowledge and arithmetic reasoning to mechanical comprehension and electronics

information. The military sums the scores of four of the tests (word knowledge, arithmetic

reasoning, paragraph comprehension, and half the score in numeric operations) to create

the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT). The AFQT is a generaf meamre of

aptitude, and its score is standardized so that the population distribution has mean zero

and a standard deviation of one.

Finally, we also use an individual% averagehourlywage, defrnedas the ratio of

annual earnings to annual hours of work, as a measure of skills. We use the panel nature of

the NLSY wage data to construct individual-speafic fixed effects. Therefore, our

wag~based skifl measure is available only in the subsample of workers who have at least

two years of wage data. 7 These wage observations need not be in consecutive years.

The construction of the wag-based skill measure is as follows. Consider the

mrnings function:



Iog wijt = ~1 STATEit + ~2 ~AR + B3Xit + ti3 (9)

where log(wijt) gives the logtithm of individual i’s hourly wage in state j in yeru t. The

hourly wage is a fimction of a vector of state of raidence dummies (STATE), a vector of

dummy variables indicating the year of the,observation (YEAR), and a vector of

standardizing variables, Xit. This vector includes years of education completed, age, age

squared, jobtenure,unionstatus,maritalstatus, health status, metropolitasr residence, and

occupation and industry dummies.

The error term in (9) depends on the state/worker match. We assume that tij can

be expressed as qj(vi+uit), where the parameter fij is indexed by state j. We interpret the “

r~idu~ in this e~ngs regression as the product of the stock of (unobs-vable) “” .,

Wrson+pecific human capital (vi) and the stat~peafic return to human capital (qj), pl~

a random error term (qjuit). Therefore, differences in the returns to hum~ caPital amoss

states generate heteroskedasticity in the earnings function.

Because we have at lesst two observations on the hourly wage for each individual in

our sample, we can generate estimates of vi. If aU states had the same returns to skills, vi

would simply be a person~peafic intercept in the regression. However, because skills are.,

rewarded differentially across states, we allow for different intercepts for each worker/state
..

pair in the sample. Our speafication of the error term yields the restriction that -

worker/state intercepts &e proportional across states (i.e., that ciy is proportional to qj).

Note also that the vector of standardizing variables, X, includes ordy those characteristics

that vw over the sample period. Differences in earnings due to person-specific

demographic factors that are not time-varying, such as sex and race, enter the regression

through Vi.
..

Our measure of the worker’s skills is obtained by estimating (9) using data

diffeienced horn Personapecific means, and then calculating the individuals’ average
.

residuals in the earnings function (appropriately weighted for state of residence).8 This
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approach yields mint ‘&timates that are identical to those that would be obtained by

including thousands of worker/state intercepts in the regression. The estimated skill

measure, wldch we call the “standardimd wagei!, gives the typicaI number of standard

deviations that a worker’s hourly wage is above or below the mean wage for workers with

similar demographic characteristics.

We also constructed a wagebszed measure of skills that does not control for

differences in demographic characteristics. This “unstandardized wage” measure is

obttined by reestimating (9) without any variables in the control vector X, snd it gives the

typical number of standard deviations that a worker’s wage is above or Mow the state

average, not controlling for any observable factors.

Table 2 reports the mean of thes& variables (and of some demographic ‘“

characteristics) in our data. We find that, on average, migrants have significantly higher

labor market skills than do non-migrants, whether we measure skills by aptitude test

results, years of education completed, or unstandardized and standardized wages.

Table 3 presents the correlation coefficients for pairwise comparisons of our four

alternative skill measures. Despite thefact that our skill measures represent very different

aspects of abllit y, they are all highly mrrelated across individuals. Because much of this

correlation could be crplained by differences across age/race/sex groups, the second panel

of Table 3 presents partial mrrelation ccdaents among the skill measures. The evidence

indicates that the correlations between different measurea of skilk we not appreciably

weaker within age/race/wx groups.

Before turning to a formal test of the theory, it is instructive to portray the pattern

of migration flows across states in our data. Table 4 presents summary statistics, by state

of origin, for the movers in our sample. The first column reports the number ofpersons

who resided in each state ss of age 14, and the second column givesthe fraction of

“natives” who left the state by 1986. The remaining colnmns of the table describe how the

skills ofmigrants differ from the SEIIISof natives who remained in the state. In order to



make interstate comparison, we normalize the mean skill level in each state to be sero.

Thus a weighted average of the skills of movers and stayers equals zero in each state.

Column 3 of Table 4 reports the AFQT scores of migrants, relative to natives.

Thereissubstantialinterstatevariationintheabilitiesofmigrants.For example,

Massachusettsexportsworkerswithabove average abtity. The average AFQT score of

migrzmts from Massachusetts is about -4 higher than the overall average within the state.

Oklahoma, on the other hand, exports persons with lower than average AFQT scores. The

remtirdng columns of T*ble 4 report siroilsx interstate variation in the skill composition of

the migrant outflow.

Table 5 complements this descriptive ardysis by reporting the in–migration rate

and average skill levels for in–migrsats grouped by their state of destination. The first

column gives the number of persons residing in each state as of 1986, while column 2 shows

the fraction of these persons who moved to this state from a different state oforigin. The

remaining columns of Table 5 report the average skill levels of in–migrants, mea&ed “’

relative to the mean skill level in the migrants’ state of origin.g

The data reveal substantial variation in the skills of in–migrants. For instance, the

average person migrating to Oklahoma has an AFQT score that is .67 higher than the..

mean score in their native state. This does not necessarily mea that Oklahoma is

l!importing!’ workers with the highest absolute AFQT scores or years of ’education, but

rather that Okltioma is attracting hig&r than average abfity persons tkom those State6 ..

that export workers to Oklahoma.

Our model suggests that the equilibrium sorting of skills across states can be

understood in terms of the parameter ?Y the state-specific returns to skills. Because

dispersion in the earnings distribution is proportiosd to skill prices (for a given density of

skills), we use the standard deviation of the wage distribution witbin a state to measure the

rewards to skills (Jubn, Murphy, and Pierce, 1989). In view of the relatively small sample

sizes in some states in the NLSY, we use the sample of adult men (working in the private
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sector) in the 5/100 1980 f&SMUS datatoestimateearningsdispersionwithineachstate.

Our analysisusestwo alternativemeasuresofthestate’sstandarddeviationof

earnings.The firstistheunstandardizeddispersioninearnings,measured by thestandard

deviationoftheloghourlywage inthe1980Census. The secondisthestandardized

dispersioninearnings,measured by thestandard&viationofthemean squarederrorin

stat~pecificlogwage equations.These wage regressionsincludededucation,age and age

squared,and dummies forrnarit@status,immigrantstatus,and metropolitanresidenceas

standardizingvariables.

The theoreticalmodel predictswhichworkerswillmigrateout oftheirinitialstate

ofresidenceexplainswhere workerswillmigrateasa functionoftheirskillendowment and

thepricesofskillsinotherstates;and describesthenatureoftheresultingallocationof
,.

workersacrossstates.We now cbnductempiricaltestsofeachoftheseimplications.

In o~ model,migrationdecisionsaremotivatedby an initialmismatch between

workersand states.High,abilityworkersaremore likelytoleavestateswhere skillprices

arerelativelylow (eventhough mean earningsinthestatearesufficientlyhigh to retain

other workem in the state). Conversely, unskilled workers are most likely to leave states

where the dispersion in earnings, and hence skill pricezi, are high. The themy thus predicts

that an increase in skills has the greatest impact’ on the probability of moving in states

with little income inequaht y, because highly skilled workers are most mismatched in these

states. We estimate mover/non-mover probit models where mover status is det-ned by

race (white, black, Hispanic) and sex dummy vzxiables and by skills. 10 By estimating

sepirate probit models for different groups of states of residence at age 14, we allow’.the

magnitude of the initial mismatch= to influence migration propensities.

In particular, we divide the sample into four equally sized ptiltionz, based on the

rank ordering of the unstandardized wage dispersion in ~ch state (we obtained similar

results with thestandardized dispersion). Table 6 reports the effect of the alternative sldl

measures on the migration propensity. The first column presents the impact of each of the
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skill variables on the migration probability in models e&imated over the 25% of the

population who, at age 14, resided in stat= with the lowest unstandardized wage

dispersion. In adfition, we report the estimated impact of a one standard deviation change

in skills on the migration probabilityy, evaluated at sample means. The remaining columns

present the same statistics for individuals who, at age 14, resided in statm with greater

unstandardized wage dispersion.

The regressions indicate that, in general, migration rates are higher for the more

skilled. The data also indicate, however, that an increase in skills has a bigger impact on

the migration propensity in states with relatively little wage dispersion (columns 1 and 2).

For example, a one standard deviation increase in ye& of education raises the probabilityy -.,

that a worker leaves a state with low wage dispersion by about 5.3 percent, while the srme

change in skills hzs a trivial impact (.8 percent) on the migration propensities of

individuals in high dispersion states. The same qualitative results hold true for AFQT

scores, the unstandardized wage, and the standardized wage. Because low dispersion in

earnings within a state is indicative of low returns to skills, it appears that high ability

workers ae much more likdy to migrate out of states with relatively low returns to skills.

Our theoretical model also predicts that skilled workers will move to states with

greater wage dispersion, and that unskilled workers will move to states with less dispersion.

We test this implication by viewing the change in earnings dispersion between age 14 and

1986 w a choice variable. For individuids who resided in the same, state in 1986 as at age

14, we define this change to be zero. For the sample of movers, we define it as the

difference between wage dispersion in the state of residence in 1986 and that ‘in the state of’”

residence at age 14. The mean change in the unstandardized dispersion is .002, while the

change in the standardized dispersion is .003 (the mean changes -e .012 and .013,

respective y, when averaging over the sample of movers). ”The data thus indicate that, on

average, workers choose to migrate to states with greater wage dispersion. The theory

predicts that this change in earnings dispersion should be positively related to the skills of
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workers.

We begin testing this hypothesis by estimating OLS regressions of the change in

dispersion on race and sex dummies and the alternative skill measures. Table 7 presents

the results ofthese OLS regressions forthe entire sample and for the subsample of movers.

Column 1 reveals a strong and significant positive relationship between a worker’s skills

and the ch~ge in the unstandardized dispersion chosen, while column 2 reports timilar

results for changes in the standardized dispersion variable.

The last two columns of Table 7 present estimates of the same regressions for the

subsample of movers. We again find that skill endowments =e positively related to the

change in the wage dispersion chosen by intividusls who left their initial state of residence..

Put differently, skills are an irnportmt determinant of the direction of internal migration

flows. Mormver, these effects are economically important. A one standard deviation

increase in years of education increasez the change in dispersion chosen by individuals by

about 25 percent, while a one stsndard deviation increase in AFQT scores yields a 10

percent increase.

An alternative way of modehng the choice of destination for internal migrants is to

explain, thedirection but not the magtitude of the chmge in dispersion chosen by movers.

Each migrant has two choices: move to a state with less wage dispersion, or move to a

state with greater dispersion. This discrete variable is preferred to the continuous

dependent variable used in Table 7 if our rank ordering of states by wage dispersion

accurately represents the true rank ordering, but the magnitudes of ‘wage dispersion and

hence skill prices are estimated imprecisely.

Table 8 reports theresults of a probit model of migration destination decisions

estimated in the subsarnple of movers, where the dependent variable indicate if the worker

moved to a state with greater wage dispersion than the state of origin. The estimated

coefficients reveal a strong positive relationship between the alternative measures of skills

and the propensity to move to a state with greater wage dis~rsion.
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The empirical evidence, therefore, provides important insights into the internal

fi-tion Process. ~~~d~s ~e more likely to move the greater the mismatch between

skill endowments and the returns to skills. Moreover, the direction of internal migration

flows tie guided by comp=ative advantage. Highly skilled workers are much more likely

to migrate to a state with greater wage dispersion, while unsldled workers are more likely

to choose a decrease in wage dispersion after they move.

The model also implies that persons locate across states according to a r~

ordering of their abilities.’ In the absence of mobility costs, the state with the highest

returns to skills will attract the most able workers. The state with the second highest

returns to skills will attract workers who are less able than the least skilled worker in the ‘“.

first state, but who are more able than the most skilled worker in the third state. Put “ ‘

differently, states can be ranked equivalently according to the skill levels of their workers ‘

or ,by the extent ofwage dispersion within the state.

An empirical test of this theoretical implication can be conducted by estimating an

ordered probabilityy model of an individual’s choice of residence in 1986. Of course, the

introduction of mobilit y costs and of a nonrandom initisJ distribution of persons across

states (tith respectto their skills) weakens the relationship between the returns to ski~s

and the skill endowments of workers across states.
.-

Before estimating an ordered probability model, therefore, it is important to -

determine if the initial distribution of persons across states is random with respect to skills.

Table 9 reports the correlation coefficients between wage dispersion in a state and the levd
..

of skills for individuals living in that state as of age 14. There is a strong negative

correlation between the average skills of “natives” and wage dispersion in the state. If

mobility costs are sizable, it is unlikely that internal r@gration flows can offset the inititd

nonrandom distribution of skills across states, and yield a positive relationship between

“wagedispersion in a state and the average level ofskillsin that state.

We control for the nonrandom initial distribution of skills by normalizing mean
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skills in each state to ~e zero (in effect, removing a stat+specific mem from each worker’s

skills measure). By construction, these normalized skill meiwres are rmcorrelated with

wage dispersion in the state of origin.

Dhide the population into four equally sized gIOUpS,ranked on the b~is of the wage

dispersion in the 1986 st ate of residence (location 1 has the lowest dispersion and location 4

the highest).ll In the absence of rnobilit y costs, individuals sort perfectly into these four

groups on the bssis oftheirlabormarket skills.Let videnotethelatent(unobserved)

variablerepresentingan individual’slabormarket skills.Our theoreticalmodel generates

thefollowingsortingofskillsintoeachofthefourgroupsofstat=:

“.

1
lifvi f VI

2if?1 <vi ~V2
Choice of location in 1986 =

...

(lo)

13if?2<vi~V3

4if?3 <vi

The cutoff values ?l, 72, “ad ?3 depend on the parameters of the ezrn.ings distributions.

Let Zi denote our proxy for tbe skills of person i (ss measured by AFQT scores,

years ofeducation, the unstandmi.ized wage, or the standardized wage). The optimaf

sorting ,ofworkers across states is summarized by the ordered probit model:

I
lifvi = aiZi + ~Fi i- eif~l

2if V1 <vi = alzi + a2Fi + ei S ~2
Choice of lmation in 1986 =

3if~2 <vi = alZi + a2Fi+ei S~3
(11)

4if73 <v.
1
=.CYIZi + CC2Fi’+ei “’

where the vector Fi includes race and sex dummy variables. The estimation procedure

yields point estimates of two of the three cutoff values (one of the cutoff vslues is

arbitrarily normalized to zero), and estimates of al and ~, the ctitients of Zi ad Fi in
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(11). OUI thm~ implies that the co~umt al is positive. This implies that more skilled

persons locate in states with higher returns to skills.

Table 10 reports theestimated ordered probit models. The equations presented in

the first two columns indicate that the coefficient al is positive and statistically sigrdficant

in most of the regressions. The spatial sorting of skills in the United States, therefore,

resembles that predicted by the economic theory of self-selection.

The empirical support for the theory is considerably weakened if we do not

normalize skills with respect to the state of residence at age 14 (X in columns 3 and 4).

However, this probably re&xts the combined impact of a nonrandom initial distribution of

skills across states and sizable mobility costs. Overall, therefore, the empirical evidence

suggests that internal migration plays an important role in determining theequilibrium

sorting of skills across states.

IV. Summary

Thispaperpr~ented a systematicanalysisofinternalmigrationflowsintheUnited

States.Our resesrchismotivatedby theinsightthatinternalmigrmts arenotrandomly

selectedfrom thepopulation.The applicationoftheRoy model tothestudyofinternal

migrationleadsto’snumber ofnew thcnreticalinsights,raisesmany questionsthatwere

ignoredby thepreviousliterature,and generatesa seriesofempiricalresultsthatexpand

our understanding ofthe internal migration process.

The main contribution of our conceptual approach is to provide a fi~ework for.

Zimult=eously analyzing qnestions related to the size, direction, and skillcomposition of

the internal migration flow. Our model implies that incomt+maximizing behavior

generates a well-defined equilibrium sorting of skills among competing regions. In

particular, regions that offer higher rewards for skills tend to attract more skilled workers.

Thisresultsuggests, for instance, that highly skilled workers currently residing in a region

that offers a relatively low payoff for thoseskills, or that unskilled workers cskrent~y
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residing in a region that penalizes their lack of skills are most mismatched spatially, ~d

are the workers most likely to move. k’ an important sense, our theoretical approach

expands the earlier Hicks-Sjaastad framework by streming the role of prices in

allocating people among regions. Our empirical analysis, conducted on the National

LongitudinzJ Surveys of Youth, indicates that the main implications of the model are

roughly consistent with the data.

It is apparent that internal migration flows in the United States are sizable and play

an important role in equilibrating economic conditions across labor markets. Although the

study of internal migration flows has not been at the frontier of reseach in labor economics

in the past decade, we believe that our theoretical and empirical analysis provides a simple

framework for guiding future research, and raises a number of substmtive questions that

are at the core of may labor mdket issues.
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*
Univcontract from the U.S. Department of Labor.

1. We do not mean to imply that the study of internal migration flows ceased

altogether. A large number of studies appeaed since the mid-1970s whfch provide useful

extensions of the empirical literature (Btitel, 1979; DaVanzo, 1978, 1983; Fklds, 1976,

197~ and Scblottmarm and Herzog, 1982, 1984). ‘.

2. The operational significance of this assumption is its implication that the mean

income observed in region i if all persons born in region r moved to region i is the same as

that observed if all persons. born in region s moved to regiori i (where r#s).
-.,

3. Even though mean incomes do not determine the skill ranking ofregions, they do

affect the average skilJ level of a region’s inhabitants.

4. For a discussion ofordered response models, see ‘Maddala (1983), pp. 46-49.

5. If the dollar costs of moving from j to i are given by Dj, then timeequivalent

costs are given by the ratio Dj/wi. We assume that this ratio is “smsll” in deriving the

condition in (7).

6. It is not difficult to model variation in mobility costs among individuals: In the

simpler 2-region model with a normal distribution of skills, it can be shown that the

introduction” of variable mobility costs does not alter any of the implications of the analysis

if earnings and mobifit y costs are uncorrelated, or if the variance in mobUity costs is small

relative to the vmisme in earnings.

7. In constructing wage-based skill measures, we use the following sample

restrictions. Hourly wages of less than $.50 or greater th= S1OOare considered outfiers

and are excluded from the data. We also delete wage observations for individuals in any

given year in which ay of the following v“tiables are rr&sing: industry, occupation, pb ‘“

tenure, health status, years of education completed, school enrollment status, marital

status, union status, state of residence, and whether the respondent resided in a
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metropolitan =ea.

8. We estimate the parameters in (9), including vi, by using a two-step

generalized least squares procedure to Corrwt for heteroskedasticity across states. We first

estimated (9) using OLS, and then calculated state+ptific estimates of the dispersion in

earnings from the residuals. Using the estimated standard deviations of earnings by state,

we reestimated (9) using GLS. It is important to note that the weights used in this

procedure are stat~pecitic, and hence ss workers move from one state to another we use

different weights in estimating the earnings regression.

9. We measure skills of in–migrants relative to their native states because of the

rather sizable regiomd differences in .AFQT scores, years of education, and earnings.

10. In estimating the qualitative choice models, we assume that the error

distribution is normal.

11. The aggregation of the states into four groups greatly simplifies the estimation

of the ordered problt model. We experimented with larger numbers of groupings, and

found that convergence became more difficult as the number of groupings incre~ed.
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TMLE 1

INTERSTATE MIGRATIoN RATEs IN NATIONAL LONGITUDINAL SUF.VSY3OF YOUTH

Whites Blacks Hispanics

Males

% Living in 52.4
Different State
Than at Birth

% Living in .41.3
Different State
Than at Age 14

% Ziving in 32.1”
Different State
Than in 1979

% Moving Across
State Lines Per Year:

1979-1980 8.6 %

1980-1981 8.2

1981-1982 9.8

1982-1983 8.7

1983-1984 5.9

1984-1985 5.6

Females Males

50.1 40.8

38.8 29.9

28.5 23.3

8A 6.8

7.8 5.8

.7.7 5.3

8.1 6.6

4.6 3.9

5.2 4.6

1985-1986 8.8 7.4 5.6

Females Males

43.7 57.6

33.4 37.1

25.4 20.6

7.8

6.6

8.4

7.3

4.3

5.0

5.8

Females

57.9

36.8

21.1

6.6 5.7

6.8 5.7

8.4 7.6

4.9 7.2

3.1 2.7

2.9, 3.1

4.5. 5.9



TMLE 2

SUMMARY STATISTICS

Variable

Age in 1986

Percent Female

Percent Black

Percent Hispanic

Percent Movers

Length of Time in
Current State (years).

Average Real Uage
(1986 dollars)

AFQT score

Years of Education
in 1986

Unstandardized Wage

Standardized Uage

Sample Size

Overall Sample

Mean

26.4

53.8

26.9

15.0

18.3

5.90

$5.63

-o.&o

12.03

-0.10

0.01

6666

S.D.

2.23

2.“20

3.10

0.89

.1.98

6.78

0.90

Movers Non-Movers

Mean

25.1

57.5

22.6

10.4

100.0

3.27

$~.79

-0.21

12.36

-0.06

0.10

1222

S.D. Mean

2.21 2&.8

53.0

27.9

16.1

0.0

2.70 6..50

3.24 S5.59

0.93 -o.4h

2.18 11.95

0.79 -0.11

0.89 -0.01

5444

S.D.

2.23

1.54

3.07

0.88

1,.92

0.78

0.91



CORRELATION OF SKILL MEASURES
(t-statistics in parentheses)

AFQT Score Education Unstandardized Standardized
Wage Wage

AFQT Score 1.00

Educatim 0.57 1.00
(58.0)

Unstandardized 0.36 0.31 1.00
Wage (27.0) (23.3)

Standardized .< 0.41 0.34 0.82 1.00
Uage (31.8) (25.3) (103.1)

PARTIAL COR.IUZLTIONSOF SKILL MSASURES
CONTROLLING FOR AGE, SEX, RACE
(t-s”tatisticsin parentheses)

AFQT Score Educatim Unstandardized Standardized
Uage Wage

AFQT Score

Education

Unstandardized
Wage

Standardized
Uage

1.00

0.53 1.00
(58.3)

0.28 0.28
(23.9), (21.8)

0.61 0.36
(23.9) (19.1)

1.00

0.67
(197.8)

1.00



TABLE 4

oUT-MIGRATION FL%TESAND AVEFL4GESKILLS OF OUT-FfIGFWTS By STATE OF ORIGIN

Out-Migrants’ Skills Relative to State Mean

Unstand.
Vage

Stand.
WageAFQT

0.089
-.258
0.197
-.058
-.013
0.120
0.180
0.053
0.249
0.151
0.264
-.135
-.503
0.376
0.298
0.205
0.293
-.442
0.523
0.000
0.007
0.h3&
0.161
-.111
0.285
0.074
0.107
0.109
0.000
0.048
0.370
0.247
0.122
0.159
0.000
0.088
-.245
-.197
0.122
0.000
0.39CI
-.101
-.001
0.307
-.062
0.307
0.383
0.234
-.212
0.219

-.

0.lU+

State.at Age 14 N

246
19

;:
661
122
119

6

2::
283
4

19:
118
58
35

;:

6;
113
318
148
.68
177
46
29
.4

25:
7L
412
264
8

411
103

3%

17;
18

140
456
15

12:
84
114
256
0

6666

Rate

.191

.158

.257

.280

.097

.254

.193

.750

.347

.204

.113

.750
,500
.“221
.271
.259
.371
.304
.180

Education

0.071Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware

-.011 -.100
0.807
0.017
-.387
-.049
0.233
0.841
0,000

-.035
0.258
0.079
-.116
-.152
0.163
0.503

-.348
0.374
0.126
-.079
-.006
0.145
0.307

D.C.
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii .
Idaho

0.571
-.058
0.386
0.000
-1.500
0.678
1.092
0.545
0.202
-1.161
0.284

0.290
0.020
0.045
-.231
-.156
0.160
0.250
0.081

0.321
0.085
o.h74
0.016
-.096

Illinois
Indiana
.Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiaria
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana “.
Nebraska
Nevada
New Iismpshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

TOTAL

0.116
0.237
0.346
0.255
0.036
0.550

0.051
-.293
0.216

1.000
.313
.124
.255
.223
.265

0.00”0
-.871
1.303
0.465
-.181
0.417

0.000
0.054
0.180
-.007
-.205
-.054
-.111
-.115

0.000
-.075
0.389
0.098
-.307
.0.266

.254

.370

.448

.000

.333

.233

.189

.201

.167

.000

.180

0.021
0.252
0.430
0.000
-1.500

-.040
-.273

0.092
0.000
0:117
0.079
-.041
0.009
-:073
0.000

0.091
0.000
0.017
-.112
f:;:;”

0.167
0.000

0.521
0.759
-.030
1.000
0.000
0.207
0.919
0.327
0.670
0.000
1.091

0:081
-.101
-.016
0.071
0.000
,0.306
0.263
0.03L

0.13i
-.209
0.080
0.060
0.000
0.609
0.223
0.391

:155
.292
.133

1.000
.082
.500
.136
.096 “.

-.389
-.062
0.196
0.800
1.375
0.675
0.040
-.162
0.355
-.

0.060
-.222
0.256
0.102
-.134
-.143

0.023
0.368
0.111
0.060
-.139
-.172

.200

.063

.138

.214

.228

.125 0.114
---

0.025
----

0.062“.183 0.282 0.027



‘LISLE5

IN-MIGFATION RATES AND AVERAGE SKILLS OF IMMIGRANTS BY STATE

In-Migrants’ Skills Relative to State Mean

State in 1986

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
D:C.
Florids
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hsmpshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Iiyoming

TOTAL

N

216

;;
63
709
135
112

3:
314
309
7

19:
101
49
45

::
3

1::
258
131
65
162

;;
14

-6
230

3:;
258

36:
108

3::

17:

1:;
534
17

1%
89

2:;
5

6666

Rate

.078

.467

.358

.143

.158

.326

.143
0.000
.059
.392
.1B8
.857
.333
.200
.149
.122
.511

. .5L5
.379

1.000
.343
.083
.081
.122
.231
.185
.19&
.200

1...000
.333
.139
.104
.148
.1.47

1.000
.079
.194
.393
.146

1.000
.108
.471
.lofl
.228
.294
.118
.242
.258
.093
.100

1.000

.183

AFQ’r

-,014
0.617
0.170
0.10L
o.lh5
0.462
0.429
0.000
-.072
0.115
0.327
0.188
-.593
-.095
0.103
-.222
0.271
0.112

~ 0.33.4
0.973
0.117
0.094
0.212
-=.001
-.407
0.012
0.537
0.716
0.251
0.227
-.062
0.553
0.174
0.020
0.154
-.11.4
0.671
0.417
0.157
0.809
0.418
-.041
-.048
0.051
0.548
-.195
-.215
0.251
0.14s
0.302
0.024

0.1.44

Education

-.557’
0.917
-.067
0.375
0.385
0.317
1.177
0.000
1.910
-:165
0.991
-.758
0.042
0.214
-.502
-.765
0.971
0.783
0.353
1.576
0.560
0.600
0.818
0.466
-“.167
0.282
0.664
1.130
0.599.
0.890
0.335
0.687
0.696
-.216
0.370
-.412
1.157
1.436
0.246
-.191
0.323
0.380
-1.186
0.201
-.164
-1.181
-.055
0.343
-.073
0.316
o.fb79

0.282

Unstand.
Wage

0.053
-.180
0.059
0.216
0.070
-.038
0.467
0.000
0.486
0.026
0.316
-.40&
-.329
0.026

, 0.026
-.080
0.074
0.045
0.260
-.097
0.270
0.247
0.192
0.078
-.378
0.130
-.350
-.115
-.2&o
0.125
-.111
0.099
-.230
0.007
-.039
-.477
-.185
0.063
-.203
0.919
0.344
‘0.095
0.511
0.075
0.188
-.600
-.024
-.176
0.620
-.300
-.008

0.027

Stand.
Wage

0.289
0.023
-.069
0.103
0.167
0.085
0.539
0.000
0.178
0.088
0.180
-.961
-.937
0.128
0.128
-.332
-.101
-.057
0.371
~ .893
0.456
0.035
0.169
0.236
‘-.681
0.182
0.023
0.O&l
-.026
0.478
-.020
-.161
-.066
-.038
O.&46
-.284

0.062



TARLE 6

Skill Measure

AFQT Score

Effect of One S.D.
Change in AFQT on
Migration Rate

Education

Effect of One S.D.
Change in Educ on
Migration Rate

Unstandardized
Wage

Effect of One S D.
Change in Un. Wage
on Migration Rate

Standardized.
Wage

Effect of One SID.
Change in St. Wage
on Migration Rate

The Effect “ofSkills on Migration Rates
in Mover/Non-Mover Probit Models

(t-statistics in parentheses)

Unstandardized Dispersion in Earnings
in State at Age 14:

First
Quartile

.037
(3.32)

.034

.092
(5.30)

.053

.095
(1.99)

.021

.099
(2.37)

.025 ..

Second Third
Quartile Quartile

.059. .020
(4.42) (1.60)

.056 .018

.060 .008
((3.50) (0.45)

.036 .004

.035 .022
.(0.66) (0.41)

.008 .005

..

.067 .038
(1.51) (0.83):

..019 .010

Fourth
Quartile

.062
(1.11)

.012

.018
(0.83)

.008

-,

.008
(0.13)

.076
(1.41)

.016

NOTE: The Probit models also include race and sex dummy variables.



TABLS 7

THE EFFEcT OF SKILLS ON THE CHOICE OF DESTINATION
(t-statistics in parentheses)

Dependent Variable: Difference in Dispersion of Earnings between State in
1986 and State at Age 1.4

Skill Measure

AFQT Scores

Education

Unstandardized
Uage

Standardized
Uage

Entire Sample

Change in Change in
Unstand. Stand.
Dispersion Dispersion

.0012 .0017
(4.52) “ (4.88)

.0005 .0006
(4.41) (4.27)

.0009’ .0009
(2.62) (2.09)

.0007 .0007
(2.63) * (2.09)

Movers Only

Change in Change in
Unstand. Stand.
Dispersion Dispersion

.0042 .0058
(3.08) (3.45)

.0014 .0018
(2.81) (2.68)

.0038 .0037
(2.34) (1.85)

.0029 .0027
(2.06) (1.55)

NOTE: The regressions also include race and sex dummy variables.



TABLE 8

THE EFFECT OF SKILLS ON THE CHOICE OF DESTINATION (PROBIT MODELS)

Dependent Variable:

Skill Measure

AFQT Score

Education

Unstandardized
L7age

Standardized
Wage

(t- statistics in parentheses)

Wage Dispersion Ificr”easedBetween State of Residence
at Age 14 and State of Residence in 1986

Movers Only
Change in Change in
Unstandardized Standardized
Dispersion Dispersion

.075
(1.69)

.038
(2.21)

.216
(3.98)

.135.
(2.86)

.100
.. (2.23)

.042
(2.45)

.113
(2.13)

.085
(1.82)

NOTE: These Probit models also include race aridsex duminyvariables.



TABLE 9

CORRELATION BETWEEN SKILLS AND WAGE DISPERSION

AFQT Score

Education

Unstandardized
Wage

Standardized
Wage

(t-statistics in parentheses)

Unstan&rdized
Dispersion

-.223
(-17.1)

-.088
(-6.40)

-.033
(-2.36)

-.087
(-6.03)

IN STATE AT AGE 14

Standardized
Dispersion

-.229
(-17.9)

-.103
(-7.24)

-.037
(-2.64)

-.108
(-7.52)



TASLE 10

THE EQUILIBRIUM SORTING OF SKILLS ACROSS STATES
(t-statistics in parentheses)

Ordered Probit Dependent Variable: Qusrtile of State in 1986, where states
are ordered by their dispersion in earnings

Unstandardized
Dispersion

Standardized Unstandardized Standardized
Dispersion Dispersion DispersionSkill Measure

AFOT Scores .16.41
(9.58)

.0456
(6.88)Difference from

State Mean

AFQT Scores -.1131
(-6.75)

-.0931
(-5.56)

.0294
(4.18)

Education
Difference from
State tiean

..0179
(2.61)

-.0209 -.0124
(-3.09) (-1.80)

,Education

Unstandardized .0230
(2.99)

.0728
(3.70)Wage

Difference from
State Mean

.0277 .0392
(1.41) (2.01)

Unstandardized
Wage

Standardized
Wage
Difference frofi
State Mean

.0526
(3.08)

.0107
(1.60)

-.0179
(-2.85)

Standardized
Uage

-.0312
(-1.94)

NOTE: These coefficients are obtained from ordered probit models that also
include race and sex dummy variables.


